ARE YOU READY FOR MAC1105C?
UNDERSTANDING YOUR ALEKS IKC (INITIAL KNOWLEDGE CHECK) SCORE
To achieve success in a college algebra class, you need to start the semester with a specific set of mathematical skills in place.
Your mind needs to be mathematically fit, conditioned and prepared for the challenges ahead.
What is your ALEKS IKC score? If you do not know, go to a link to ALEKS in D2L to check and then return to this page.

My ALEKS IKC score is 50% or lower:
Caution: You probably have not yet acquired sufficient mathematical knowledge to successfully complete MAC1105C.
Good News: There is time to transfer to MAT0022 (Developmental Mathematics), a class that will prepare you to take
MAC1105C with greater confidence. If you choose this option, communicate with your advisor and, if you receive financial
aid, also communicate with a financial aid advisor. After you have spoken to these advisors, your next step depends on
whether the drop deadline has passed.
• If the drop deadline has not passed, go to myBC to drop MAC1105C and register for MAT0022.
• If the drop deadline has passed, go to https://broward.edu/studentforms and look under Advising for “MAC1105C to
MAT0022 Transfer Request.” This must be completed by the end of the second week of classes.
If you choose to remain in the course, it is recommended that you attend MAC1105C Bootcamp. The MAC1105C
Bootcamps, offered through the Academic Success Center, are designed to help students strengthen the necessary
mathematical skills to be successful in MAC1105C. Bootcamp is starting very soon, so click on the following link to register.
https://bc1105c.wordpress.com/

MAC1105C students, to ensure your best chance of success, be sure to complete your ALEKS Learning Path determined by your IKC.
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My ALEKS IKC score is between 50% and 75%:
Tread Carefully: To increase your chances of successful completion of MAC1105C, it is recommended that you attend
MAC1105C Bootcamp. The MAC1105C Bootcamps, offered through the Academic Success Center, are designed to help
students strengthen the necessary mathematical skills to be successful in MAC1105C. Bootcamp is starting very soon, so
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Be Honest: If MAC1105C seems too challenging right now (or even after attending Bootcamp), there is time to transfer to
MAT0022 (Developmental Mathematics), a class that will prepare you to take MAC1105C with greater confidence. If you
choose this option, communicate with your advisor and, if you receive financial aid, also communicate with a financial aid
advisor. After you have spoken to these advisors, your next step depends on whether the drop deadline has passed.
• If the drop deadline has not passed, go to myBC to drop MAC1105C and register for MAT0022.
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My ALEKS IKC score is 75% or higher:
Keep Up the Pace: You are probably reasonably fit enough and equipped with the right tools to successfully complete
MAC1105C. You must remain disciplined and focused all semester long.

Start the Semester Stronger: Even though you scored 75% or higher on the ALEKS IKC, it may be wise to do some
training to increase your mathematical fitness. The MAC1105C Bootcamps, offered through the Academic Success Center,
are designed to help students strengthen the necessary mathematical skills to be successful in MAC1105C. Bootcamp is
starting very soon, so click on the following link to register.
https://bc1105c.wordpress.com/
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